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Appendix Q:  Chaps duty assignment changed by religious discrimination 

 
 
Dec 04:  Chaplain Klingenschmitt receives duty assignment orders to independent duty at 
NAVSUPPACT (Navy Brig) reporting Mar 05. 
 
Early Feb 04:  CAPT Chaplain N.H. receives call from Chaplain Corps detailer CDR 
Chaplain A.K. describing Chaplain Klingenschmitt as a �loose cannon� who �needs 
mentoring� asking if he�d mind accepting him to work at the base chapel instead.  He 
agrees. 
 
22 Feb 04:  Chaplain Klingenschmitt learns his orders have been changed, from 
independent duty at the Navy Brig to supervised duty under a senior chaplain at the 
Norfolk Base Chapel. 
 
11 Mar 05:  CAPT Carr tells Chaplain Klingenschmitt about a conversation he had with 
CAPT Chaplain Steve Gragg.  Chaplain Gragg reportedly gloated to CAPT Carr about 
his involvement in getting Chaplain Klingenschmitt�s duty assignment orders changed, 
�because he needs theological mentoring� and doesn�t deserve independent duty orders, 
so �now he�ll have to work for a senior chaplain [CAPT Chaplain N.H.] who has a 
particularly hard-nosed reputation for whipping junior chaplains into line theologically.� 
 
11 Mar 05:  Chaplain Klingenschmitt emails detailer CDR Chaplain A.K. asking if any 
senior chaplains called to request his orders be changed. 
 
20 Mar 05:  CDR Chaplain A.K. emails Chaplain Klingenschmitt explaining the orders 
were changed for �routine� manning reasons. 
 
24 Mar 05:  CAPT Chaplain Steve Gragg tells Chaplain Klingenschmitt he didn�t talk to 
the detailer about changing his orders, but admits he�s glad it happened, because �your 
seminary experience was insufficient� and �you need more theological mentoring from 
senior chaplains...this new assignment will be much better for you.� Chaplain Gragg also 
expresses disappointment his attempts at mentoring Chaplain Klingenschmitt regarding 
his sermons wasn�t well received. 
 
24 Mar 05:  Chaplain Klingenschmitt emails the detailer�s boss, CAPT Chaplain G.S. to 
request redress and restore the original orders.  He never replies. 
 
4 Apr 05:  Chaplain Klingenschmitt reports to base chapel.   
 
8 Apr 05:  CAPT Chaplain N.H. explains to Chaplain Klingenschmitt his February 
discussion with CDR Chaplain A.K., saying the detailer admitted receiving a phone call 
from �a senior chaplain expressing concern you were a loose cannon and needed 
theological mentoring, so she re-directed your orders to work for me.�  He suggests 
CAPT Chaplain B.W. may know more about it.  When asked why a detailer would follow 
a request from a senior chaplain to manipulate a junior chaplain�s orders, he admitted 
detailers probably feel pressure because that senior chaplain may sit on the detailer�s next 
promotion board.   
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8 Apr 05:  Chaplain Klingenschmitt asks CAPT Chaplain B.W. who switched his orders.  
He recalls, �yes I spoke to the detailer about your new assignment, but only after I heard 
CAPT Chaplain Steve Gragg had already called the detailer recommending your orders 
get switched.  I heard you needed more mentoring, but if I�d have known you were a 
former USAF Major I never would�ve agreed with Chaplain Gragg about that.  You�re 
experienced enough to work at an independent duty assignment.� 
 
Conclusion:  Three O-6�s, N.H., B.W., and CAPT Carr have told me my orders were 
switched because I needed theological mentoring.  The detailer lied to me when saying 
my orders were changed for routine reasons.  CAPT Carr and CAPT Chaplain B.W. both 
told me Chaplain Gragg was involved in getting my orders changed.  Chaplain Gragg 
admitted to me I needed more theological mentoring.  The detailer admits getting a phone 
call from a senior chaplain who said I needed theological mentoring.  Chaplain Gragg 
denies making that call.   
 
Three questions: 
1)  What senior chaplain first called the detailer to switch my orders, and why did the 
detailer lie to me about that conversation? 
2)  Did Chaplain Gragg lie to me about having no involvement in switching my orders?   
3)  Were my orders switched because Chaplain Gragg didn�t like my theology? 
 
If the orders were switched because I needed theological mentoring, I was disqualified 
from independent duty and re-assigned due to religious discrimination.   
 
 

(Copies of Original orders, and Modified orders follow.) 
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